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ABSTRACT

We present the first hardware implementation of Elmo [7], a recently proposed source-routed multicast technology that leverages programmable switches. Elmo addresses the longstanding control- and data-plane scalability issues in IP multicast. These scalability bottlenecks have made it impossible to adopt IP multicast at the scale of today’s public clouds, despite the demand and pervasive use of point-to-multipoint communication patterns in modern cloud applications (e.g., streaming telemetry, replicated state machines, and distributed machine learning [7]).

Elmo overcomes the control- and data-plane scalability limitations of IP multicast by using source-routing and exploiting the unique characteristics of data-center networks (like symmetric topologies and virtual switches). In Elmo, virtual switches, like PISCES [6] or OVS [5], encode multicast trees inside packets using an efficient and compressed header encoding—for a given data-center network—that can be interpreted at line rate by programmable hardware switches. By using source-routing, Elmo significantly reduces the usage of limited-size hardware group tables, the primary data-plane scalability bottleneck. Elmo absorbs the processing and update overhead of physical switches by configuring multicast groups at the virtual switches, which overcomes the control-plane scalability bottleneck.

Central to Elmo’s approach is the encoding of the output port list at every hop of a multicast tree using a bitmap, in a data-center network. This design aligns with how existing switching ASICs handle multicast; for example, using group tables, wherein a group ID (e.g., destination IP address) is converted into an output port bitmap, which indicates the set of egress ports for a packet. Elmo’s feasibility hinges on hardware switches being able to obtain this bitmap directly from a packet header, and bypassing the pipeline table lookup. While feasible, this idea of an output-port-bitmap primitive was not demonstrated using hardware switches in the Elmo paper [7], because existing switching ASICs [2] do not have a programmable multicast pipeline.

In this work, we leverage Mellanox’s Spectrum-2 hybrid programmable switching ASIC [1] to support Elmo. The hybrid switch retains its legacy forwarding pipeline (bridging and routing), while allowing specific programmable logic to be inserted at certain locations (Figure 1).

To implement Elmo, we solved several challenges. We needed a flexible header format that could be expressed in P4 [3] and can be efficiently parsed by the switch ASIC pipeline. Second, we leverage the capability of Spectrum-2 to implement the output-port-bitmap primitive, which sets egress port list from the parsed bitmap.

Our efforts have also led us to identify several areas where we could improve the P4 language. First, multicast is not a first-class citizen in P4. Second, in the core library, extraction is defined on a header and not on individual fields, which can be costly for hardware in terms of bits needed to be carried along the pipeline. Moreover, defining extraction on fields can allow for more advanced features, like variable offset fields used in Elmo and other protocols (e.g., SRv6 [4]). Lastly, we explored existing solutions for options parsing, needed to parse Elmo and other well-known headers (like IP and TCP options, and more). We found that P4 language specification lacks a clean and simple way to compile options parsing to hardware switches (like Mellanox’s Spectrum-2 switch and others).

To evaluate our implementation, we built a testbed with four switches, connected in a Clos-like topology; the topology consists of three leaf switches and one spine switch. Each leaf switch connects to two hosts, with six hosts in total. With Mellanox’s Spectrum-2 switch, we can process Elmo at line rate, and emit packets according to the bitmaps specified by the Elmo headers (both unicast and multicast).

In summary, in our talk, we will (1) present a brief overview of Elmo, (2) describe how we implement the protocol using Mellanox’s Spectrum-2 switching ASIC, (3) present an end-to-end demo, and (4) describe various P4 language challenges we faced in this effort, and the solutions we propose.
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